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BusInss Majors To Manage Hart’s Stores in Workshop Project

By BOB PETERSON
Participants in the Business Department’s Student
Management Workshop vsill climax three months of activity
with Operation Take -Over tomorrow as more than 100 business majors assume all managerial positions for three days
at Hart’s San Jose and Sunnyvale stores and San Jose
Warehouse.
Byron (Scott n Norwood, assistant professor of business,
and Alex J. Hart Jr., president of L. Hart and Son Co.. conceived the workshop idea through a work -together-moreclosely objective and as a serious educational activity, which
has called for more than 5000 hours of student, faculty and
executive time in planning.
Professor Norwood defined workshop goals as follows:
To acquaint students with the department store phase of the

marketing field, iughlight retailing career possibilities and
assist students in becoming aware of their own aptitudes In
terms of specific retailing jobs. To provide students with an
opportunity to visualize how classroom principles are applied
in on-the-job situations.
To help students gain insight into such basic management
tasks as fact finding, interpretation of data, problem discovers’ analysis of alternative courses of action, decision
making and follow through. And to assist students in gainlug an appreciation of the Importance of both human rolations and leadership ability in the conduct of business affairs,
Norwood stated that following the orientation meeting.
in which Pres. John ’I’. Wahlquist will deliver the keynote
address, Lynn Lindstrom, Hart’s training director, along
with Aramando Gayton, student training director and Don

,Osioiori. peisonnei itwiiager, all supersise a regular classroom training and store procedure system. "Students will
then go to their assigned positions fur personal training
which will continue through Friday.
"Saturday at 11 a.m., Alex Mart Jr. is convening a meeting of the board of directors at which time Bill Ronson.
Hart’s student president, will preside. All students holding
major levels of administration will attend," Norwood explanted.
"Then. at 4 pm., there wil be a final program and certificates of completion still be awarded to all participating
students and those students who hese done special study
Projects. Several hundred students in the various college
departments have been working on special study projects rekiting to department store operation, stated Norwood.
"Advertising students have prepared all of Hart’s news-

SJS EXECUTIVES PREPARE TO TAKE CONTROL OF HART’S DEPT. STORE
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paper risk( t tonnig fur the lust three days of May. Home
economic. students isoi. developed fashion shows and home
management demonstrateitis. Descriptions’ of all of the ma nassement positions in the stores have beret written by students majoring in industrial relations. Occupational therapy
students have evaluated department store jobs in terms of
the capabilities and needs of the handicapped.
-Real estate students have conducted an analysis of
possible suburban locations for future branch stores. Radio
and television students have prepared a funs minute (locumentary film for KRON TV in San Francisco. And Police
School students have studied security procedures required
in a large department store," continued Norwoud,
Norwood commented that every occupational and art
department in the college will be represented in the windows
of the downtown Hart store.

Candidates Say

ISB Not
A Farce’ ’Improve ASB
Don Ryan Government’
By JIM DRENNAN
Student government is not a
farcebut there’s plenty of room
for improvement.
Particiaption in government has
increased this year but only five
per cent of the student body is
active in it.
The Student Court is antiquated and its proceedings are marked
by a lot of "Mickey Mouse."
Greeks definitely dominate student affairs, but this lopsided control is not a problem.
These are some of the opinions
of a man who has seen at close
range the workings of SJS’ much student government:
maligned
outgoing ASH Pres. Don Ryan.
This is the first in a series of two
articles outlining, in question and
answer form, Ryan’s opinions of
the government he has headed this
year. The voters are making their
verdicts known at the pulls today
and tomorrow.
Q. How many SJS students
now actively participate In strident government?
A About 500 to 600.
Q. Common opinion is that Interest In strident government is
declining. What do the statistics
show?
A. Although we’d always like
to have more people participate,
we’re encouraged to see that the
number of sign-ups for offices and
committees has increased this
year.
Q. Many people contend that
*Judi-tit goternment actually has
little effect on the average student. Is this t rue’?
A. No. It affects the student in
many ways. On the cultural side,
it sponsors the Monday movies,
dances, Revelries, and plans to
bring big-time entertainment to
SJS next year. It contributes heavily to the SJS athletic program,
to The Spartan Daily, to the
Marching Band, to the Speech and
Drama Department, and to the
Women’s Athletic Assn. It hires
the student affairs business manager, and helps run the Coop and
Book Store. It provides the entire
support for the McFadden Health
Cottage and the Co-Rec program.
In the futon, it will help run the
Cafeteria and operate the new
Student Activities Building.
It also is a regulatory body, providing standards for campus or.
ganizations. The future will see
even more activities.
Tomorrow: Ryan answer’s the
charge that the student Council
is a nibber stamp, discusse’s the
troubles of Student Court arid
pare%
the class e lllll wits, and I.
SJS’ government o it h that Id
other schools.

By BILL PHILLIPS
Bill Sturgeon said yesterday that improved communication end
representation is the only way to stimulate more interest in student
government a+ San Jose State.
merchandise manager; Bill Benson, president; Scott Norwood,
SJS students still take over top management positions at
While SJS has about the best student government in California,
SJS faculty adviser; Rita Morrison, executive of steering comDart’s department stores in San Jose and Sunnyvale tomorrow
the main problem is the lack of interest by the students, the ASB
through Saturday.
mittee; Shelley Detrick, general manager; Bill Squires, store sulion Peterson, steering committee; James
presidential candidate said.
perintendent; Pete Ireberroth, assistant store manager; Aramando
Chureh, San JOKY dIsplay manager; Shirley Smith, Sunnyale disSturgeon, a business major, doesn’t believe the Student Council
play manager; Donald Vliardrop, personnel manager; Ron Prince,
Dayton, personnel manager; James Moore. Joseph f atanzaro and
Lansing Warren, steering committee.PubBe Relations photo
Sunnyvale store manager; William Stewart, Sunnyvale General
*should be enlarged to include any
more representatives.
’Including more representatives
on the Council can get ’things out
of hand’.
"If there isn’t enough Interest
shown by the students, I can’t believe that adding more representatives will solve the problem," he
explained.
FAVORS MORE MEMBERS
By PHIL GEIGER
Opponent Dick Robinson mainIt is unlikely tnat one man has
ever been in three places at one tains that more representation is
time, but if anyone comes close, needed "in order to more effectisecertainly it is Pat Garvey. co- ly and fairly represent and keep
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writer, director and male lead of Informed our ever increasing stu"Tamaloo," Spartan Revelries of dent body."
Robinson proposes to include on
’58.
"I’m happiest when I’ve got the Council voting representatives
things happening all the time," from all groups, such as college
he said in a calm, easy-going voice. departments, religious groups, serPanhellenic
Last weekend he concluded a run vice organizations,
of "Anniversary Waltz" in Los Ga- Council, Inter-Fraternity Council,
A protest against nuclear bomb SJS students make the trip. The
tos community theater. During special interest groups and indetesting is now circulating around caravan will 11-21s e from the stuthat time he conducted rehearsals pendent students.
at 9 Saturday morning.
the campus.
dent
He cited the expanding 5.11.4
for "Tamaloo," learned his lines
Student organizers, who comAnyone interested in offering
both singing and speaking, kept a enrollment as an important reaposed the petition Monday after- transportation or wishing a ride
’full study load satisfied and work - son o Ity liii enlarged C lllll icil Is
noon, said they already have the should call CY 7-1615,
needed to COW‘ with the ’omicrsignatures of a boo t 30 faculty
ons canipus organirations.
members.
Inetrnd of enlarging Me mem’,DEPARTMENT HEADS SIGN
bership of the Courcil and creat"We even have signatures of
ing what he calls a -conflict of
department heads," said one stuspecial groups." Sturgeon said he
A
women’s
chor
s,
a
string
dent, "but these men signed this
favors stimulating student interpetition as individuals so it would quintet and various vocal and inest by publishing a "newsletter."
not be proper to name them as strumental solos will be featured
The letter would include a synrepresentatives of any specific at the annual spring recital sponopsis of the week’s events in the
sored by Mu Phi Epsilon, national
JANE ANN FRITZ
MISS VIOLA PALMER
group.’
Council, a copy of the minute’s and
. will give recital
.
. refiring
The originators of the petition. music sorority, tomorrow night at
lists of any pending committee apCharles Bustamante, G. Allen 8:15 in the Concert Hall of the
pointments.
Building.
Music
Carrico, Ashleigh Brilliant and
It would be mailed to all camThe recital will Include pieces by
William Pounds, plan to get the
pus organizations.
well-known
composers
as
such
petition out to the student% toMILLER SAYS Mt/RE STUDY
Bach, Handel, Haydn, Chopin and
day.
The third aspirant, Chuck MilThe text of the petition is as Debussy.
ler, said lest week he doesn’t he.
follows: "Mr. President: We, the , Approximately 20 girls will parlive there is a need for so many
undersigned, of San Jose State ticipate in the program.
By ANTHONY TARAVELLA
class representatives 00 the CounCollege, in recognition of the fact
cil.
Jane Ann Fritz, a singing star that Russia has announced disMiss Viola Palmer. SJS staff
"And I definitely feel the
in the SJS campus spotlight, will continuance of her nuclear tests,
member for 31 years, is retiring
Colin" II should li.eve member% of
Winners of the annual Phelan
offer a recital Sunday at 3 p.m. and in the sincere belief that
from her post as associate dean
Panhellenic and WC on it. But
Literary Contest will be announin de Saisset Art Gallery, Univer- nuclear tests menace the lives and
of students in charge of admissions
it’s something that has ti be
ced in tomorrow’s Spartan Daily.
sity of Santa Clara.
safety of all the people of the
and records, Pres. John T. Wahl studied," he said.
Awards will be made in five
A lyric soprano, Miss Fritz sang world, hereby urge our govern- fields, They are essay, short story, Quist announced yesterday.
During a talk before members
ment
to
discontinue
nuclear
tests
the role of Monica in Speech and
Dr. Ralph R. Cummings, associof the Wesley Foundation Sunday
lyric, sonnet and free verse.
so
long
as
no
further
tests
are
Drama Department’s production Of
ate professor of philosophy and
night, Miller indicated that too
PAT GARVEY
Gian-Carlo Istonotti’s "The Med- made by Russia."
assistant to the president, has
much student government at SJS
2000
AT
SFS
... triple threat
ium" presented here in April, 1956.
been appointed to the vacated
is being run by members of Greek
eel at his part time job 01 hash- Organizations
One of the students said, "San
SJS audiences also have profited
position, effective Oct. 1,
ing for meals.
Applications close at 2:30 p.m. I
from Miss Fritz’s vocal talent at Francisco State has 2000 signa"Although I’m a Greek myself,
Miss Palmer began her SJS
Pat’s dramatic experience covconcerts presented to students and tures. We’d like to duplicate that." today for ASB Prosecuting At- career Sept. 1, 1927, as student
I’d like to see more interest shown
It Is the aim of the student
ers a wide variety of shows. Dur- by some
torney, according to Curt Ltift,
faculty.
of the outside groups,"
assistant in the registrar’s office.
group to have the petition ready
Stiident Court chief justice. The I
ing his enlistment in the Air
Miss Fritz will be seen in this
he said.
In 1930 she became secretary to
for a demonstration to be held
be appointed by I
Force, he began studying drama
attorney
will
year’s Revelries production, "TaMiller was in a lighter mood
Joe H. West, registrar, and in the
in Union Square, San Fralleke0,
at the University of Hawaii and
Student Council at its meeting
following year became assistant
Monday afternoon. Ile said one of
maloo," singing the leading female
this Saturday. The petitioners
ssntinued after separation from
this aftern
registrar.
his hest advertising gimmicks - a
role as Vance.
orviCe at the University of Wash plan to hate a car caravan of
During her early years at the
long and antiquated hearse- was
Among her numerous singing
ington. Ile selected SJS for his
removed fnim in front of the Colcollege, Miss Palmer took course,
awards is one given her by the
final tvco years of college because lege Library.
leading to an A.B. degree in eduSenior Music Study Club of San
of what he called. "the outstand"Some authority from the
cation, which she earned in 1940
Jose in 1952.
mg reputation this college has for Building and
t.r
Is DepartIn 1949 she was named registai
Today
Next concert engagement for
its drama department."
ment said it oii% blocking part
and in the following year became
Compiled fro m United Press
Miss Fritz will be with the San
Huntin l’.(‘ .11 Human DaNow a senior, he has played in 1.1 the otidtti NIL /111111 1.1411MIng
-The
admissions officer,
Jose Symphony Orchestra.
She
UNITED NATIONSThe Unit- ly founded Arab state.
a book by Norbert Wiener. several college productions Orchid
ronict,tion."
Last year the title of her office lingS,"
will appear as guest soloist with ed States called upon the Soviet
NEW DELIIIPrime Minister
will be the topic of discussion at Mg "The Caucasian Chalk Circle
to
was
changed
associate
of
dean
the orchestra in the fourth con- Union yesterday to remove fear of Jawaharlal Nehru, 69, told his
Book Talk. Dr. Norman it and in community productions
today’s
cert of the 1957-58 season. She massive surprise attack by agree- Congress Party yesterday that he students. In 1950 she was awasded Dollofe associate professor of geo- well. He may be remembered lo1VI.A. degree in recogearned this privilege after winning ing to a zone of inspection in the wishes to resign from office- -but an honorary
cally for his performance as Jeff
will review the hook.
nition of her many years of ser- logy,
the San Jose Symphony Auditions Arctic.
Wiener is known as the father in San Jose Light Opera’s pronot immediately.
vice to the college.
in June. 1957.
cybernetics. the science which duction of "Brigadoon."
But in Moscow and on the floor
Ile stated that he would like to
Miss Palmernative Califor- of
/
Tickets for the opening night
underlies automation. The author
Miss Fritz currently is studying of the Security Council Russia re- become "an individual citizen" free nian and a Ileald’s Business
Colquestions on how far mec- performance of "Tamaloo," will be
voice under Frederick Loadwick, newed its demands that the United from "this daily burden of the
raises
lege graduals.
hanization can be carried with- on sale today in front of the Reassistant professor of music.
States halt its II -bomber alert
Does Uncle Sam
I De. Cummings was born in
ngie".pihsreimerp
individuality and serve Book Room from 10 30 a m.
Sunday’s recital program will missions. In Moscow, Soviet Forneed foul Then
WASHINGTON
The House . Wyoming and attended the Col- out destroying
autoby
progress
pm.
cents
.
’rickets
75
of
4.30
are
guarantee
to
the
Gromyko
Minister Andrei
said Rules Committee yesterday clear- ’ lege of Puget Sound. In 1937 he
include 16 numbers. Music comset Roos for
for students and $1 for general
mation.
posed by Purcell, Handel, Haydn, either the U.S. must halt such ed for floor action rival plans for received an A.B. degree f
Seata final fling
Book Talks are held every Wed. admivv,on
Mozart, Schuman. Schubert, Du - flights or bear "grave responsi- an unprecedented extension of tin- tie Pacific College. Ile holds an
in dazzling
park, Faure, Ravel. Honegger, Ives hilities . , . for possible conse- employment compensation hone- M.A. degree from the University nesday from 12:30-1:30 p.m. in
TB24.
quences."
new sportcoat.
and Watts will he featured.
fits.
of Redlands and a Ph. D. degree
r
Look good going
MOISCO1VPres. (lama! Abdel
The committee. traffic police- from the University of Indiana.
is__
Nasser of the United Arab Repub. men for legislation to be considAfter spending more than 10
out! Now on sale
lic (U.A.R) arriving here yester- ered by the House, cleared both years in the ministry, Dr. Cum"A 1-...- ,. aid Look 1, a, : . Phy
every
at Roos
(lance day for an 18 -day visit, received the Democratic -sponsored program mings began his education career
Bids for the Soph
Korean eterans nicest sign at- vically and Mentally lion,hcapps1
color but olive
will go on sale Monday in the one of the greatest welcomes ever calling for a 16-week extension of as an instructor in sociology at tentlance (onus fair April by 5 , Child" will be the title of a le, -drab. 29.95 to 39.85.
Ed given today at 4 pm. by r):
accorded a visiting dignitary.
jobless pay at federal expense. and Taylor University Upland. Ind. "e
Outer Quad.
,praf,c4,,,,nrni 1,1 in gT to %eters , ture
.
forms
Huge bannerlines in the Moscowgar
A. Doll, teacher and roePresident Eisenhower’s plan. The was appointed dean of students at ant officetAa?
Sunny Caldwell, decorations
chairman for the May 9 dance. press hailed Soviet-U.A R. friend- latter would extend the duration that institution. 1952-54. Ile join- are l’wated in the Registrar’s suiting psychologist.
s.
The lecture, which will be held
asked that all sophomores inter- ship and editorials said the visit of state benefits by 50 per cent ed the faculty of Indiana Univer- Office and mint le. signed or the
he late.
, in the Engineering Lecture Hall, is
ested in working on decorations was an omen of -fruitful coopera- but it would not help uninsured sity, 1955. and became a member monthly the. 1.111
First at Santa Clara
tion" between Rusvia and the new- workers,
-------S ’ open to the public.
of the SJS staff last September
contact her before May 8.

SJS Students Circulate
Bomb Protest Petition

Sorority Recital
Features Chorus

Cummings
To Succeed
SJS Official

Star Singer
Sets Recital

Phelan Awards

Applications Close

world wire

Soph Dance Bids

Writer, Lead
Of Revelries
Likes Action

Mechanization Talk
To Be Held

y eh Sign Today

Dr. Edgar A. Doll
Lectures Today
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Thrust anti Parry

Editorial

No Sound, No Fury
The current election campaign, true to form,
came in like a lamb and is going out like a mouse.
As the date for voting has approached, the
candidates have been caught up on a groundswer
of apathy, and some in fact have been catapulted
into the bright glare of public indifference.
in short, few people seem to really give a damn.
Nobody seems to be mad about anything or
at anybody. The only really provocative issue,
Nobody whether the ASS should help finance
Gthe new Student Activities Building,
ets
died a-borning. In the middle of a
flurry of minor and often misinformMad
ed agitation about the delay in building the new
student center, the president politely pointed out
that work is going ahead, and that the delicate
issue wasn’t something for the boys to play around
with. Coincidentally, some platforms were rewritten immediately.
Some good, though uninspiring, ideas have
been advanced. Putting out a detailed weekly
government newsletter would be wise: the harried
editors of The Spartan Daily, badgered from all
sides to provide more publicity for 150 organizations, look on this as a blessing. Broadening the
base of the Student Council also would be an advantageous move. The candidates want more student-sponsored entertainment; we’ve backed this,
and in fact no on seems to be opposed to it.
And here lies the basic trouble with whole
campaign; no one really seems to be opposed to
anything important. Everybody suggests a few specific cures for the ailments of the body politic, then
smooths over the unappealing issues with a plea
for "improvement. ’
So we’re against sin, too.
The Student Court certainly didn’t help things
by calling off last night’s election rally. We didn’t
embrace the idea heartily at first ourselves, but it
was about the only sign of life in the campaign.
What happened to it? It was called off because no
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PARKING
is
NO PROBLEM

And ten million June brides later when the rice has turned to
recount those days
dust .
.
of college bliss and the guy that
had the crust; to write of romance, love, pinnings and serenades . . . and compare it to the
shambling march of monkeys on
parade;
’coy. Dad was grand and so
was Mom and the reception is
complete SUCCC01 . . so what if
the bridesmaid tripped and fell
when she stepped on the train
of your dress; and that guy who

PEE WEE’S PIZZA
945 THE ALAMEDA

Student Rates
a^d Daily Rates

Almost Here

DIXIELAND BAND

Dos’+’ Be Late for Class
W. Park It for You

25c

Pizza to go

4th & SAN FERNANDO

5 p.m. to 2 a.m.F. re-.d Sat.
5 p.m. to I a.m.Mon. end Thus

Next to Shell Station

CYpreess 7-5900

Relax and enjoy the intimate
atmosphere by the rustic stone
fireplace and cocktail lounge
Complete Dinners
also Nightly
Sirloin Steak Dinners

Special $7.50

Frank’s Steak House
4 MILES SOUTH ON ALMADEN CLOSED TUESDAY
UNDERWOOD ROYAL

CORONA

REMINGTON

wwriieri

i
FOR RENT
Special Rental Rates for Students
FOR SALE
Used StandaH and Portable Machines
EASY PAYMENT PLAN

Est 1900

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Free Parking

24 S. SECOND ST.

CYpress 3-6383

DRY CLEANING
The Nationally Advertised Sanitone Process

Thorough

Quick

Convenient

Special

Ladies’ Plain Dresses $1.10

IN 99 9

OUT AT

SHANK’S
DRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
Second & San Carlos

against The spartan
Editor:
As part of participation in Men- ’ ..... nists are 51155 thing tint .t1r-N ;
often they sire iiiii re than our
Sal Health Week may I suggest
that something be done about the egos, can af-Ford. We do wish
he %soukt get off this Jaguar,
sick -sick -sick writing in the Sparthough, because his thoughts oftan Daily? The editorial and featen are thiese sof a Itiusibler in
ture columns of April 28 funsish
their attempts to Dodge the
some examples of exaggerated
prose and "exaggerated personali- issue. But %sell continue running his ref reship"; retnarka,
ties."
Consider these gems of thought though right now the )’re Runhe Auto
ning Bored. We k
and expression:
"A tasty brand of auto ....sheer listen (is our athice, but u
tinge of prestige . . . then the doubt that he
snow files thick and fast . . . it
Patronize Your ADVERTISERS
is hard to wade through the drifts
to find the person behind the bliz-

zard."

"WHY NOT SPREAD OUT, f5OY9 7 NO NEE V’ FOR
ALL OF YOU TO FLUNK.’

La Rosa’s Check Stopped
SAN FRANCISCO (UP)Singcr Julius La Rosa said recently he
I is sure he will eventually collect
the $10,000 promised him for a 10day stint at the Portland, Ore.,
Home Show.
The producer of the show. Al
Learman, stopped payment on a
$10,000 check yesterday, claiming
La Rosa failed to put out his best
efforts during the show April 1020.
"I feel I gave I.a Rosa every
chance to up-beat his act," Learman said. "He was uncooperative
and several hundred patrons not

CYpress 3-3701

drank champagne like he was
dousing the Chicago fire .
didn’t really do much harm
when he started to shed his attire: because the people didn’t
notice him when the fiddle began to play . . . and Uncle Joe
started to show hiss he wowed
’ens on the great uhite way;
and do you recall how sad he
Wali when We told him he couldn’t dance ... because he’d surely tear a hole in his newly
rented pants: and that other
guy paid for the dmnage, you
know, the one who drank the
%%arm beer . . . when he shattered both French doors on his
way down from the chandglier;

only walked out on his show, but
out of the building as well.
"He just wasn’t strong enough to
follow the other acts."
La Rosa, here to appear at Hamilton Air Force Base and at the
annual Policeman’s Ball, said he
"can’t understand what it’s all
about." He added he was "surprised and a little hurt" at Learman’s action.

"We caress security, cuddle it, I
stroke it and woo it."
"A wife’s love of security permeates man and hinders his drive."
Beware of "runaway orthodoxy."
Don’t he "gutless." In place of
men like Mike Todd we have,
"Crewcuts who sigh like furnaces
for security. While we hide in this
palladium of safety, our initiative
and drive shriel and syncopate."
Where is our manlike "swashy"
behavior?
To use a form from the editor:
we think they (Spartan Daily wri-i
terst Auto do this (write properly) instead of trying to tell us we
Auto like what we’ve justifiably
grown tired of.
My intentions are "gold-plated."
Owen M. Broyles
Associate Professor of
Economics.
EDITORS NOTE: Professor
Broyles’ traditional Tire-sides

Rent a Tandem
(A bicycht built for two)
Your Authorized Raleigh Dealer

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda

By LARRY WATERS
The clanging, merry rattle of tin
cans and cow bells carried ...
By a happy, hustling car with us
sign that says JUST MARRIED.

Two Doors from Campus

Night Parking

entertainment could be lined up. Chief Justice Curt
Luft blandly stated that "Nobody would come if
there were no entertainers."
Oh brother.
Student government itself isn’t as dull as the
outward show would indicate. Its detractors’ constant yammering to the contrary, it does have a
big effect on our scholastic lives, from orientation
to graduation. We buy our books in a store partially controlled by it; we participate in athletic and
other programs partially supported by it; when we
need hospitalization, we’re treated in a health cottage run by if; we get leadership training when we
participate in it; we put $7.50 each semester into
its treasury, which spends more than ;150,000 a
year. To say that it has no effect upon us is to
whistle in the dark.
Its great fault is its inability to stir the same
kind of interest created in the community by national government, a perhaps unfair comparison.
Students simply are too busy with their classes or
with their fun to be bothered with campus politics.
The great boosters of this wall of apathy are the
loud independents who love to complain that government is run by a cliquenamely, the Greeks.
Whose Yet these independents often are
the very people who stay away from
Fault
the polls in droves, who fail to proIs It?
vide candidates from their own ranks,
and thus allow campaigns to degenerate into interfraternity popularity contests and government to
fall by default into the hands of the Greek minority.
The average student has no cause to complain
about his government; if it’s a bored -looking Frankenstein, it’s at least one of his own making.
The best cure for the evils he so loudly condemns is to help shape government’s policies and
personalities. Today might be a good t:me to start.
It’s a very, very simple case of put up or
shut up.

Opus 30...

Convenient Location

25c

4.art

CT 3-9766

ELECT

Aick
obitt..601

Open at I P. M.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Ave., CT 7-9908
Naar the Civic Auditorium

Vaido’s Lasagna
ASB

Complete 95c Meal
Dinners$l.35 up

PRESIDENT

PEPPER TREE INN
2060 S. FIRST STREET

Sparta Camp Director
$3500 PER STUDENT

1957-58

Public Relations Chairman 1956-57

Red Carpet Apartments

Student Activities Board Rep.

at
659 S. NINTH STREET
Apt. 3, mgr. CY 2.4154
CH 3-1291 FR 8-2781

Communty Service Commirtee
Rep.

You’ll be sittin’on top of’ the world when you change to EM

Downed His Fill
and I’m sure your Dad was satisfied and had eaten and downed
his fill . . . when that simply
dreadful maitre d’ showed up with
the liquor bill; and your mother
didn’t really mind that terrible
Jimmie Brown . . when he slipped up behind her and dropped ice
down the back of her gown; and
little Susie, bless her heart, wasn’t
really a disgrace . . . even though
she did foul up and throw flowers
all over the place:
And Mrs. Jackson’s husband,
(lens, he one who wore the
spurs . . . I don’t think he at meant to mispronounce
tunny
hors -d’ oeuvres; And I still think
Miss Ttiekett’s proper;
r is ben she caught the bon (pod . . . and jumped four feet
In the air, snapped her garters
and shouted ’Ole!: and the fz qt.%
were nice and useful . . . don’t
we still has s’ a clock or two?
. . . but we never did Moire out
who sent us that billiard cue;

Honeymoon Glee
although I think the boys took
advantage of our honeymoon glee
. . . v..hen they set fire to our
hotel the night of the charivari;
but they didn’t mean to harm us
and I can still see Johnnie’s tears
. . %hen the judge pronounced it
arson and gave him 20 years; and
you remember when I registered
and the desk clerk said, "Oh, sir
. . . you’ve signed yourself in
beautifully but tell me, what’s
with her?";
and how sip acted the old
married couple and it
by
refused to be harried
the beillsos who read the sign
on my h.sels that told the ssorld

Just mmturt-r).

Sick -Sick -Sick

It is with the utmost humility
and most sincere thanks that I
respectfully pay homage to the
persons who made this column
possible. This person, yea and verily a pillar of truth, flaming martyr on the pyre of an infant cause
and -defender of the rights of underpaid profs made this effort
possible. My deepest appreciations
to Prof. Owen K. Browirs who had
the generosity to limit his daily
column in Thrust and Parry to necessities; thereby allotting suffi,cient space for publication of this
sick -sick -sick (thank you Frankie)

piece.

Light into that
You get a more
effective filter
on today’s L’iM
for the patent number.’..
on every pock your
arwronce that you are gelling
I’M’s exclusive filtering action
Look
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Alaorai *irk, owne/a....ot. *wo.
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Best tastin’ smoke you’ll ever find!
Put yourself behind the pleasure end of an LAM. Get the flavor, the
full rich taste of the Southland’s finest cigarette tobaccos. The patented
Miracle Tip is pure white inside, pure white outside, as a filter
4.195X
Ina
should be for cleaner, better smoking.
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WhalersWin,47-28; cpaptan cpopu
Cop Independent Title
SWEET SAUER

SPARTAN DAILT-3

Meet PKA Thursday

Paced by hot -shooting Jerry
Nelson and Wayne Mush, the
Whalers pulled away from a slim
two point halftime lead, last night,
to overwhelm the Organics, 4728, and win the Independent lea -

STUDENT SPECIAL
35c a bucket with AS8 Card

goes title and the right to moo
Greek champion PiKA on Thursday night,
The Orangles played ssithout
’the high -scoring Bob Miyaktiso
%tits hit for 26 on Monday night,
and Run IK1344e. But the ysay thr
Whalers carne on in the second
halt last ulg ht . . . It would be
hard to slir if these ta it men
could have brought victory.
Leading only 14-12 at the halfway mark, the Whalers really exploded and forged ahead 22-13,
mainly on Nelson’s looping jump-

S. 10th & TULLY ROAD

SHOW SLATE
STUDIO
"THE BROTHERS
KARAMAZOV"
Yul Brynner
Claire BloomMaria Sella
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
D. McQuire
Fess Parker
"Old Yeller"
"All Mine to Give"
Glynis Johns Canwsran Mitchell
featurette
-WONDERS OF CHICAGO"
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
"Raintree County"
E. Taylor M. Cl,ft
Walt Disney Short
"Wetback Hound"

MAYFAIR
"Doctor In The
House"
"Doctor At Sea"

Today is the last day for interested individuals to sign-up
for intramural softball anti soli.
leyball. Sign-up in the Metes
Gym office.
ers. The Organic’s Bob Bridge
then dumped in six straight points,
and with nine to go, it stood at
’28-21. Nelson continued on his
scoring ways (hitting 15 in the
second half) and ’Mush started to
pump, and with six to go, the
Whalers really started there move,
and in the next three minutes,
tanked 10 to the Organic’s zero.
The route was on.
An interesting aspect was the
fact that the Whalers have four
first stringers, 6 It, or over, while
the Organics can boast of Fred
Tashire (5 ft. 2 in.) and Vie
now (5 ft. 6 in.) Bob Bridge is:
the Organics’ monster, tipping io
at 6 ft. even,
’ WHALERS
ORGANICS
6
FG FT TP Thush f
0
Kitajima f 2 3 7 Jones f
2
Nish’ilma 4 3 I 7 Atkins c
6
Bridge c 4 3 ii Nelson q
Tashiro q 0 1 I Holmci’st q 3
2
Smith
I
2
2
0
Itow q
00
Corbin q 0 0 0 LDales f
Totals

CV. ’7-5060
57

Bill Leach ;,n.i Charlie Dexter
16 go.c, c,..,4s :if each others
.,,peetive Cal and SJS teams but
San Jose State’s 400-yd. medley 1 the former nine scored single talrelay team splintered one of four lies in the lost and seventh inn,iciory.
ings to gain e
meet records that was eclipsed at
Leach recorded a sit hitter
Senior
the Pacific Association
u 11.11I
t W.
1 and on
v, coming
and diving champion- i
piled
Illswild has e
, ships conducted at the Santa Clara , decision. Boum .’r, Ihister bore
Su on Club pool Sunday
down with runners on bare and
the Spartans’ eight hits aent
’
Tom Macedo, Rich Donner.
.3.rt Lambert and Hale Antlerfor nought.
%ship
son eombined sifbirtn
Cal scored in the first on three
through the etitirwe In 4:13.4. a cc dike and first baseman John Bathan
faster
startling 4.3 seconds
laam’s sacrifice fly to George Dud.
the old mark of 4:17.7 set hy
ley in tight. The other marker was
t
s an Iteandro Winer% in not hung on the scorchoanl until
1956.
’ the seventh when Ed Masearin
Coach Tom O’Neill’s mermen reached first base on a force-out
picked up four other Places
play at second. stole the keystone
the swim show. Bob Lim of the Nis, and scored on Dexter’s
Spartan Fresh raced to a 1:13.7 clothesline single to left.
sixth place finish in the men’s sixrthhe Spartansn th
threatened
s
1100-yd. breaststroke. Urn’s place
innings htnutthtoe
and
and time were not to be taken no avail. Leach lined a single to
lightly. The best clocking was center and Jim Schmeidt followed
1:06.8, a meet record,
with a grounder between third and
A big factor In the ’merest’ of the San Francisco Niants thus far
Macedo, !WS 220 -yd backstroke short in the sixth. Jim Long’s douthis season has hr-in the long ball hitting (if big Bank Satier.
record holder. captured third ! We-play hopper and Harry Haley’s
Sauer (shove) clouts a double en route to the viiants’ 2-0 ssiii
place in his specialty at 2:30.7. strikeout wiped out the locals’
over the Chicago Cubs..Internistionat photo
Two days earlier, Raced.) estah- chances
Retied a college record in the
With one mit in the O% edit
Don hri.tiatimeti .tar.hed a %Wersonsame event with a time of 2:18.5.
San Jose annexed its two other I; le to inter anil ads awes’ to
places in three-meter diving corn n
perutnitiornu.pJtoohr Jnohir,iesaok
of Stan.
Dash
Race
InNovel
ford with 248.5 credits. Peak’s
,aiight-liftin3T1
able
and
By JOHN SALAMIDA
winning total was 359 points. Bill
champion.
e
re o
. Pe
Ruotola of the Spartans grabbed
Jim Lea, world record holder
shoes with track spikes on the
for the 440 -yard dash, led all the bottom, along v, ith his 1956 Olym-ififth spot with 203.3 markers
way en route to a close -one yard pie Games uniform.
victory over champion weight Lea, who zipped :45.8 in the 440
A&M Auto Repair
,
.
lifter Paul Anderson yesterday at several years
ago to set a world
I Auto Repair
0
Spartan Field.
mark, was decked out in a bright
\VPdnehda) AP111 30 1958

FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS
Golf Driving Range

1

JOHN SALAMIDA

SPORTS EDITOR

New

9 10 28

Totals

19

3

15

A. Guinness

G. Kelly

Halftime score: Whalers 14-12. Free
Lea was timed in 6.5 and the
Whale" 7’ burly Anderson in 6.9. Anderson.
missed’ "1"’"7,
throws
Rat/Ames, Gil Egeland, Dick Schwendinholder of all the world’s records
gr
heavyweight weight -lifting, tipped
Patronize Your ADVERTISERS
the scales at 360-lbs. at race time.
RENT A
TYPEWRITER
K‘) SWIM StuDENT 5
3MONTHS
Rant
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
AlVi)

5

SAN

SLAMATOGA
MINION 7- 3cr7e
"Peyton
Place"
L. Turner H.

Lange

ea Edges

2 2
More than 300 fans turned out
0 4 to watch the two world title hold4 16
0 6 ers match strides in a novel 500 4 yard dash race. Lea, United States
00 00 Olympic Games runner in 1952,
got off to a fast start and main9 47 : tamed the pace all the way.

ALEC GUINNESS FILM

"All At Sea"
pr.
"The Swan"

F

NANO

CY

2.1501

Coffee Date?

SpartanSwim Cal Wins Pitching
Team Breaks Duel by 2-0 Score
d
Meet Recor

Despite his terrific size, Anderson was right on the heels of
I.ea throughout the race and
impressed the crowd with his
Performance,
Most persons were amazed at
the agility displayed by the like

Pepper Tree Inn

DIERKS DONUTS
6 A.M. to 11 P.M.
370 AUZERAIS STREET

60 Units end Apartments
Coffee Shop Restaurant
Heated Swimming Pool
Free TV and Room Phones
2112 S. FIRST STREET

Totals

29

RIIBlarn

2

II
Totals
It
6
Datr. I -.-Christiansen,

Long Johnson. OPWhite and
Whs. Grgg and 11Imire: Krad. Long
and Rostoreily. 213PuccinIli. 1.08C1
8, SJS 7. SFBalsa’s-, Palma. 111-0.
ter 2, Leach S. SODester 7, Leach 3.
Lossr--Ltiach (2-21,

And

yellow track suit. Anderson, who
broke out in a sweat following thc
race, lifted Lea to hl,s shoulders
as a token of friendship. Several
photographers were on hand and
snapped their shutters at will,
"Anderson is faster than I
thought," Lea commented after
the race. "lie has fantastic speed
for his size."
Spartan track coach Bud Winter
was official starter for the race.
Anderson, after the race, answered questions fired at him by
members of the crowd, and obliged
autograph seekers with his signature.
An u n d’e feafed professional
w
wrestler, he enplanes for New
York today where he will give a
weight-lifting exhibition at Madison Square Garden as a part of
weight -lifting meet between the
U.S. and Russia.

Automatic Transmission Specialty

CY 5-4247
Student Rates
456 E. Son Salvador, San Joss
al

es

VEAL

SCALOPINI
avec

BICYCli REPAIRS

lei1c2Ao5rnpignons

Steak Houses

2

COLONY

And Parts
New and Used Bikes

195 SOUTH FIRST STREET

FABER’S CYCLERY

ANGELO’S

702 S. First

2

Serve You

74 EAST SANTA CLARA

CY 4-1314

Can’t decide what business
would suit you best?
Maybe you should look Into the
possibilities offered by a life
insurance sales career. Among
its many advantages are the
freedom of being in business for
yourself, and no ceiling on your
earnings.
The head of our campus unit will
be glad to fill you in on the details.
GUS ADAMS
40 N. FIRSTCY 7-5707
PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company
of Philadelphia

Important Notice!
In :ippreriation of the rooperation of the several
hundred at Jose State College stinIcnts who
are participating in

THIS IS A CLASSROOM?
-1014 cokow

IOD.t40 javws
,

6.Tc Piece Settings.
from $29.95
Teaspo,ns 1101, $4.00
Serving P,e:n loram $4,23

1044111
C1144131111

Hart’s San Jose State
Student Management Workshop
be given on presentation of their
student hod% cards a

all students will

10% Discount
on

Here’s your chance to have fun, learn and earn a full unit of natural sciellie credit
at the same time.
WEST COAST NATURE SCHOOL is offering to students and faculty members an
opportunity to explore nature’s secrets from June 15 to 21. One of nature’s wonderlands, Lesson National Park will be long remembered for its scenic splendor and natural
environment.
Invirgorating morning jaunts along the trail to study wild life, trees and wild flowers.
Special trips in the afternoon to points of interest. Various forms of fun and relaxation will occupy the evenings.

-4110e
TOWLE’S AwastsitiC
Use Our Divided Payment Plan
At No Additional Charge
Tradition fr,r
Quality

San

Registration for the Lassen session will begin Thursday, May Is). at 8:00 a.m, in front
of Room 127 in the new Science Wing. Registration fee is 315.00. Don’t miss this
four; register early!

WEST COAST NATURE SCHOOL

N

alma JUNO

’,woe

SAN JOSE SIATE COLLEGE
San Jose 24, California

all purrhases made during the three days of the
cooperative event.

Thursday! Friday! Saturday!
MIN 1st, 2nd, 3rd

’Conti
ColINIFID4t

A

setrond en Hersey Johnson’s
blooper to left.
%gain ester
choked off the budding rally
right at the stem by taking out
Rob krail On 14 long fly and
milking out iamb hitter BUIS
l’irey.
Dexter walked but two Spartans
while’ giving the scorekeeper time
to etch seven K’s in the book.
Schmiedt had two singles for the
Spartans and Bob Puccinelli cracked a 385 ft double for the Rear,
Al
14
Al R H SJS
CAL
2
ersaci lb 3 1 0 Scbm4c14 If
I
2
Bentiv’to II 4 0 0 Long 16
i
evenIli rf 3 0 1 Haley lb 4
Palma of 2 0 0 Rottenly lb 3
1
Relearn lb 2 0 0 Chit’n’sen c 4
i
Thoipson c 4 0 2 Johnson of
0
Whit. is
4 0 I Krail is
0
Mies’ein lb I I I Ciadlev rf 2
3
Dexter p 4 0 (Leach p
0
I
iUlrey ri
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COME AND GET IT!

Woman 3

Wad
1

By CHARLENE SHATTUCK
Society Editor

Today Is Women’s Day at San
Jose State. tOf course we know!
that every day is women’s day,
hut today the
AWS is making
it official. i
Here are a
items that nt,
he of interest to
the ladies.
If you are a
4111./11coed 5 feet 7 inches tall or over, I have wonderil news for you. According to a ’tided Press stor y, a student.
faculty study was recently conducted at P o m 0 a College in
Claremont with the following re- ,

Georgie Steel, and harem Decker prepare to scr. light and fluffy
pancakes to, I to r, Leslev Andersen. Ann Purple. and Sur ArmaMtn., find in line at the MA’S and WAA-sponsored pancake fry
this morning in front of the Women’s tiym.spartafoto.

AWS Holds Women’s Day;
Pancake Fry First Event
The first event of the A\\
ponsored Women’s Day, a pan-’
cake fry, is being held this morning until 10:30 at the barbecue
pits in front of the Women’s Gym.
The 15-eent breakfast of pan-

cakest, coffee and milk is co-sponsored by WAA and is open to both
men and women.
Flour for the pancakes was
donated by Quaker Oats Co., and
Pet Milk Co supplied the milk.

1"Il’Is.
’They found that 80 per cent
of the coeds who considered themselves tall r5 feet, 7 inches or!
abovei were better adjusted. more
optimistic, more socially oriented,
more tolerant of others, more alike
in their responses and stood up
better for their rights."
But don’t get too discouraged if
you are under 5 feet 7. Maybe I
things are different down at po.
mono College.
A word of warning from Brown
and Rowland, Inc.: "Summer jobs
are filled early. Plan your summer
months now, especially if ydu
would like to join the thousands
of other college students working
in camps or summer resorts."

iviany Coed Groups
Offer Recognition,
Useful Enterprise

I

By MELINDA MASON
As I hi’ One rolls around for
recognition of women’, organizations on campus, sortie of our
coeds are unaware of the nurs’e
emus groups in which they may
participate.
One organization that pow:MI)
affects more women students thar
any other is the Independent Witmen’s Housing group, Its purpose
is to unite all independent living
groups to use their accumulated
power for service and it-cognition.
This group’s biggest :oil% ity was
the outcome of its talent, combined with that of the 184 Club.
in production of a flo.it in the annual homecoming l’arride. The
float took first priz. in the independent division as well as thei
sweepat ekes.
Women on campus who are interested in associating with other
women ot the same interests will
find a variety of organizations
formed around their major. Some
of these groups are invitational,
but many of them .ire open for
participat ion.
Organizations avert I all just
work, and some of the women’s
organizations at SJS provide coeds
with fun as well. Tau Gamma and
the Major Club include bean and
spaghetti feeds along with activities for P.E. and recreation majors.
Women’s Organizations at SJS
fill in the gap and make it possible
for our coeds to lead a well -roundlife.

AND THEY’RE OFF!

Afaxl4Athghnirrian
(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

THE POSTMAN COMETH
have recently received several letters from readers which
have been ,t) interesting, so piquant, so je ne Sal’s gaol, that I
feel 1 must share them situ all of you. The letters and my
replies follow:
SI R:
Maybe you can help me. I came tip to college eight years
ago. On my very first day I got into a bridge game in the
student union. I ani still in the ’Woe bridge game. I have never
gone to clans, cracked a book. or paid any tuition. All I do
is play bridge.
To explain my long absence and keep the money corning
loan home, I told it harmless little lie. I said I was in medical
school. This made Dad (iny father) terribly proud. It also
enabled nip to keep playing bridge. We were both very happy.
But all good things must cone, to in end. Mine ended when
1 cante home for Christmas vaeation. I arrived to Mid that
Sister (my sister) was in the It,
with an ingniwn spleen.
N,irbert Sigalisks. the einnient ingniwn spleen ’,uncoil, was
-,4seduled to operate, but unfortunately he wws run over by
a hut-lood cart on the way to the scrubbing room.

Jzf
4.114 Zow

LL

FIX

15

t(
"Oh,
never mind," chuckled Dad (my father). "Ilarlow (me)
will fix Sister (my sister)."
Well sir, what could 1 do? If I told the truth 1 would make a
laughingstock out of I tad (my (Wier) who had leen bragging
about me all over town. Also I would get yanked out of school
which would be a dirty shame just when I urn beginning to
understand the weak chili bid.
There was nothing for it but to brazen it out. I got Sinter
(rny sister) apart all right, Ind I must confess myself completely
at it 10-- as to how to put her bark together again. Can you
anythirse They’re getting pretty surly around Is-re.
Harlow Protein
Dear Harlow:
Indeed I do have the solution, it you -the
solution that has never failed fTle when things
dose in: Light up a Marlisiro! iiflUtPt untie as
you IAA that fine rich tobaeco. Shade Isecomes
light as that grand flavor comes foss v and friend lily through that splendid titer. Who ean stay
slum when Marlboro gives you urh it lid to like?
Not 1. Not you. Not nobody.
SIR:
Just off the eitinpus s here I go to school there is a lake
called Lake Witigiwagau. Thirty yearn ago alien my father was
alt undergraduate here lo %seta fishing r.nu ,1:IY in Lake
vegan mud dropped his I teke piu in thia.utrr. He dived for
days but never found it
Just yestenlay --thirty years later, mark you - I went fishing in Widgiwagun. I caught a low-pound baysi. I took the
fist borne, cut it open, and what do you think I found inside.’

Looking over plans for Women’s ha’, are fist- of the six vommIttee
, I to r, are Georgie Steele, mania LA’ fry
chairmen. Front
Ann Purples, general chairman; Chris Hall, publiiitv. Rack row,
I to r, arc !leant.. Thoniati, hike races: and Liz Easton, Cats Slearill
Barbecue. Not pktured are Ann Kyhlick Cats Ni1.111% Barbecue;
and Terry Galvin, AWS adviser.Spartsfoto by Bob Kauth.

Relay teams ot four women each
’ will "dig out" up 9th street this
afternoon at 330 in the AWS bicycle races, which will be held in
conjunct ion with "Women’s Day."
About 16 teams, representing
various women’s living groups,
have been entered, according to
Nan Goodart, acting AWS president.
, The races, which will be held
on 9th street between San Fernando and San Antonio streets,
will include rela y, potato and
clothes changing rac,s.
Deenie Thomas is in charge of
the bike races, which will he fob
lowed by the Cat’s Meow Barbecue at 5 p.m. in front of the Women’s Gym,

Bowling, for all interested women, today, 3:30 p.m., Women’s
Gym.
Death Valley Reunion, bring pictures. tonig’it, 7r30, Student Union.
High School Rally Convention
Committee, meeting, today, 3:30
p.m., Student Union.
"Let’s Get Married,"
series, tonight, 7:30 CH150.
Methodist - Presbyterian Commuting students, lunch meetitr;
"Which Way for Students." Dt
McAffee. tomorrow, 12:30, CII162
Newman Club, meeting, tonight
8, Newman Hall.
Orehests, for all interested women, today, 4:30 p.m., Women’s
Gym.
Phi Alpha Theta, guest speaker
Mrs. Gladys Waldron, "The American Character," tonight. 7:30, C11162.
Softball, for all interested women, today, 4 p.m., Women’s Gym.
Spartan Twirlers, folk dancing.
tonight, S. WG22.
Swimming, for all interested women, today, 9:30 p.m., Women’s
Gym,
Tau Delta Phi, meeting, tonight.
7:30. Tower,
Weekly Share Session, "Educe-

e

MONEY

GAS and OIL
Second and Williams

WHEN IT COMES TO

DIAMONDS

*It is Ay’
that I’m fabulous, when
you consider that today I’m wearing
CONTACT LENSES. Contact lenses
have elevated me to a new realm of
beauty. Formerly I was only scrumptious 1.1 wore my glasses then) but now
see for vourself!

CONTACT LENS CENTER
SPECIALISTS WITH CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES
JOE ALLEN
FRANK JACKSON
Technicians
213 S. FIRST

CY 7.5174

CLASSIFIEDS
To place classifieds, take thims So TI116, Student Butineu Office,
FOR RENT
Lie. Child Care. 2-5 years. N. 1st
St. near new Civic Center, CY 4Room with kit. prIv. One hlk. off 7710.
campus. Apt. also avail. Resv, for
summer now. 162 S. 9th. CY 7- Wanted: Girl to share lovely mod7792.
ern apt. with one other girt, 1 blk.
off campus. 166A East San SalvaNicely furnished two room apts. dor. Rear apt. Contact
after 6:30
with dressing room. Tile bath with p.m
shower. Water and garbage included. $55.00. 332 S. 7th St. CY
FOR SALE
5-5193 until ,July _1st.
1956 Volkswagon, ExFellows wanting pleasant summer For Sale
housing with kitchen privileges, cel!. ccndition. Call CI. 8-0495
, see THE WILSON’S at 152 S. 9th after 4 p.m.
St.
"51 PONTA1C 8, R&H. Automatic.
569 S. 2nd. Clean 2 rm. opts, $5-8- $225.00. CY 7-0926.
$65. 1 or 2 adults, automatic wash
er and dryer. Casa Alta Apts.
Tape Recorder
Silvertone, year
6 BlItti. College -- Mod. 3-rm turn. old $120. 164 Airport Village. CY
)2-2751.
apt. Carport, washroom, $85. 542
Vine St. S.J.
(’AMERA Argus
C-4 f2,8. Case,
flash, filter. 3 years old. A-1, $65.
WANTED
Dr. Schumacher, Ext. 286.
TYPING
Fast! Neat! Accurate!
Corrections made, lowest rates. 1957-125 cc. Motorcycle. 85 miles
per gal. Call UN 7-3589 eves.
CH 3-3619.

Choose from the outstanding ring selection at Proctor’s.
You will be pleased with the distinctive designs and the
%solid values. Convenient terms make it easy to select a
ring of utmost quality without burdening your budget!

1-----YOU’LL DO BEST n 1
PROCTOR’S

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
7th & E. SANTA CLARA

Thrill your girl
Impress
your best
girl with
one of our
fresh and
lovely boltquets or
corsages.

Sincerely,

JUL FLORAL TAX
No Money Down

Ills Wayde

Yes, I am fabulous!

Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch
Dinner

You Eutaw(’ it! Two tickets to the Denipsey-Firpo fight.
Vi

ALL THE
CUTE CHICKS
ARE AT THE

tion in Russia," today. 11:30 a.m.,
Grace Baptist Church, S. 10th and
paPtal (1114 ; San Fernando street,

SAHARA OIL CO.
SAVE

The annual Cat’s Meow Barbecue, sponsored by AWS and WAA,
will climax Women’s Day today.
The dinner, open to all women students, will be held at the N’ornen’s
Gym barbecue pits from 5-6:30
p.m.
Menufor the dinner ronsists of
hot dogs, baked beans, salad, pie
and soft drinks. Tickets may be
purchased for 50 cents in the Student Affairs Business Office, TB16.
Entertainment will include
tumbling, a skit, "Eloise," and two
monologues. Trophies for the bicycle relay races will be awarded
and candidates for AWS offices
will be introduced.

t III’
11 ’ling il.;tial tor hit-A,Ii..te,
Ann Portals raise’, Iaer ;Mil
Laughlin. Kathy Foster and Ilarilee May to begin
Ii, to r.,
i the
biiNcle rave. Heenie Thonia., statehes from the right.
--spartsfoto by Bob hatitli

Women’s Relay
Teams Compete
In Bicycle Races

Barbecue Closes
,,Women’s Day

THE WHEELS
14011----1

8/0.1.1ont

iLet

Terms to Suit You
Intetest, No Carrying Charges

This column is brought to you by tbe otal,eri. of llerlborn
Cigarettes alit, suggest t het if your mail lat. recently been
I
blessed with mune
ney I
. tritest it in the cigarette With thc /wig it hile aid, Wilburn. of course!

"Flowers

by

rite"
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PRESIDENT
Chuck Miller -- A candidate for
any office, whether it be student
body president or dog catcher,
must have two main qualifications:
experience and interest.
I realize the importance of these’
qualifications and would like to
explain my background concerning them.
My experience is numerous and
varied. Since entering San Jose
State as a freshman, I have been
active in student government. I
have been a member of Freshman,
Sophomore and Junior Class councils, as well as various ASB committees, such as Orientation Committee, Spartan Shop Board and
President’s Athletic Advisory
Board.

Wrong Pic,
Right Class
Attention, nature lovers!
The Spartan Daily goofed last
Monday. On page four we ran an
ad for the West Coast Nature
School. It was for the birds. The
photo in the ad showed some
strange sort of bird (which only
West Coast Nature Schoolers
would know) sitting on her nest.
The caption read "This is a classroom." Although a nest could be
a classroom for the teensy birds,
It was still the wrong photograph.
The correct photo showed a group
of students in the woods enjoying
their nature study.
Well, don’t forget, registration
for West Coast Nature School’s
drip to Lassen National Park begins tomorrow at 8 a.m, in front
of S127. Only $15.

Co-Rec Sponsors
’Kalypso’ Theme

;t

Want to learn about the mutation of the Varsity Drag South of
the Border? Then come to Co-Rec
tonight.
The theme of tonight’s Co-Rec,
held in the Women’s Gym from
7:30 to 12 p.m., is "Kalypso Kicks,"
complete with Latin American
rhythms and instructions, if needed, on how to "kick."
Dress is casual, as usual, according to Publicity Chairman
Marilyn Daehler.
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PIZZA GARDENS

30

Delicious Pizza
a co
Tacos - Tostados - Burritos
Catering to Parties
(Bayshore at Julien) CY 24753

tr.

SUITCASES
FOOTLOCKERS
PACKING TRUNKS
BRIEF CASES
ZIPPER BAGS
CAR SACKS
SAMSONITE VOGUE
AEROPAK

MARCHICK’S
223 S. First CY 2-7969

Light Lunches
Fountain Service

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
Across The Street
From Student Union

DUTCH MILL
LUNCHEONETTE
183 EAST SAN FERNANDO
.frzr.,0
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Looking
For
Something

r,-0- SPECIAL?
Elegant Earrings
Hummel Figurines
Swiss Music Boxes
1000 DISCOUNT
WITH ASS CARD

INCarthy4
qi# 5’hop
.

W San Antonio

CY 7.2623

During the past j(ar, I have
served as student body treasurer, .
thereby being a member of Stu- ,
dent Council, Executive Council
and Board of Control. This position has given me added insight
Into the problems of student government, especially the major one
of budgets and finance.
I am currently president of my
fraternity, adding to my administrative experience, so definitely,
needed in the job of student body
president.
As far as interest is concerned.
I wish to do everything possible
to promote San Jose State College, and items of benefit for its
students. Four such items are:
I. An improved Student Court
2. Added entertainment by professional entertainers
3. More equal distribution of
funds to worthy committees of the
student body
4. An improved class government system
I have explained my background
on the two major qualifications,
experience and interest. Now it is
your turn, as students, to evaluate
them. I feel that you will find
them to be of the type needed by
the student body president of San
Jose State College.
Dick RobinsonAs candidate for
student body president, I believe
the following ideas for progressive
student government are pertinent
and important to everyone.
Our Student Council should be
enlarged to permit more campus
groups to have voting representation. Representatives would include College Religious Council,
independfnt Warding houses, IFC,
special interest groups, Panhellenic Council and a representative
for the college departmental societies and honoraries.
With more representation we
should strive for greater activities
participation. An Activities Preference Card filled out during
registration would provide one
step toward achieving this.
This suggests our long ’anticipated Student Activities Building.
State building budgets are strained to fill academic needs of growing college enrollment. We should
use our Activities Building fund
to help furnish and to help maintain our building.
Any government functions more
effectively with farsighted planning and efficent organization.
These could produce the Sparta
Key soon after opening of fall
semester. Clear distinction between jurisdiction of the Student
Court and that of college administration would increase efficiency.
We want to be proud of our
athletic successes. We can best
encourage our participants to high
morale and winning scores by enthusiastic attendance of games.
Our student body grows unbelievably each year. With that
growth we should build and maintain an equally growing, dynamic,
unified college spirit.
Although one cannot adequately
state in limited space all the convictions or all the hopes of achievement one would bring to an office,
these ideas are representative of
the kind of student activity and
government I should like to promote.
Bill Sturgeon
Qualifications:
Freshman Class president; sophomore representative; male representative-at -large; president of
Blue Key, national honorary; Com!
minder AFROTC.
The office of student body president has become a $155,000 business. The man you select for this
office is going to have to be more
than just a personality. He is
going to have to be a leader, an
organizer, and a businessman.
Through the past three years at
San Jose State I feel I have met
all of these qualifications through
work on many and varied types
Of events and organizations. It is
necessary for a candidate to have
had these experiences.
This coming year, as in past
years, there will be many problems facing us as students of San
Jose State and you, naturally, will
expect your student leaders to
solve them. Although many of the
more important problems which
may arise are as yet unforeseen,
many are already apparent. I
would like to outline briefly a few
of these problems and how, if
elected, I would solve them.
.1. Communications are very
weak at San Jose State. What I
joropse tO do is very simple and
yet it will accomplish the desired
results. A Student Council newsletter should be sent out to all
organisational president s. The
newsletter would contain a synopsis of the weeks events in the Student Council, a copy of Student
Council minute’s and, most important, a list of committee appoint1111sisis which would be coining up.

bi) ha \ trig a list of these appointments, each organization would
have equal opportunity to have its
members apply for the v arious
positions. I feel this is important
since our student government
for all students and not tor
chosen few.
2. I am in favor of our present
athletic policy. We as students
have spent $20,000 this past year
on football. Therefore, we should
keep a close contact on football
this coming year.
.3. I would like to see the continuance of the weekend reciteational and entertainment programs- We should publicize this
program and expand it to provide
a well rounded weekend recreational program ’for all our students.
VICE PRESIDENT
Bill Douglass I believe the student body vice president should
be experienced in all fields of student government, lie should be
well acquainted with the workings of our Student Council and
be familiar with the organization
and functions of the class councils and ASB sub-committees.
By serving on the Student Council this past year I have gained a
good working knowledge of the
duties and responsibilites of the
vice president. I have been active
in class government for three years
and served as Sophomore Class
president, Junior Class president
and representative to the Student
Council. I have had the experience
needed to acquire a good understanding of the class councils.
I was able to maintain a 3.2
overall grade point while taking
part in these activites, so I will
be able to devote my full time and
effort to the duties of vice president if I am elected.
Tedd WallaceEvery platform
must have a basis that inspires a
candidate’s campaign. He must
believe in the worth of his aims
and his capacity to fulfill them.
If I am able to instill a single
thought, I would like it to be
"communication." Student government essentially fails when it
does not project and express the
opinion of the greater student
body. This is my aim.
While attending the University
of Alaska, I was twice elected to
the Student Council and served as
vice president of my class. After
transferring to San Jose State,
I was appointed as chairman of
the Community Service Committee. Scholarship is essential to
every student, and I would like to
cite my membership in Blue Key
honorary fraternib, while maintaining a 3.2 average.
To properly perform its functions, student government must

Huston’s
HOBBY SHOP
Model Planns
Beats
Handicraft
"Everything for Your Needs"
293 S. 1st
CY 4-6050

enjoy a harmonious unity with will warrant jool e.,u,tdelation
the student, and serve as a spokes- and. ultimately, your vote.
man for th.o body and its college
Pant Thiltgea - As a candiadministrat on,
date for Associated Student Body
treasurer. I feel the position carTREASURER
Al Larser it is of prime neces- ries the responsibility of continually that the general student hods ing a systematic evaluation of
be informed of ASB exaenditures. , budget requests, keeping in mind
Of equal importance is the need actual need and services rendered.
for a rational, intelligent budget.
My qualifications include exassuring the students that their pericnce as ASH treasurer at Col funds are wisely used,
lege of San Ntaten, where I was
Upon these two premises, I, Al a member of Student Council for
Larsen, am basing my platform. I three semesters and president of
have thoroughly considered the cf. the Freshman Class.
forts and qualifications demanded
Currently a membes of the SJS
of the treasurer of the Associated Fairness Committee. I have the
Student Body. Before submitting interest, background and time
my name to be entered on the bal- necessary to fill the post of trealot, I ’weighed my abilities and surer, which includes serving as
affirmed my sincere and honest a voting member of Student Coundesire to serve the students in the cil and member of Executive Councapacity of ASB treasurer.
cil.
Among the offices which I beAdditional functions of the treaWye to be applicable recommen- surer are membership on the
dations for student body trea- Board of Control. College Service
surer are Spartacamp counselor, Funds Committee. Stadium COMRally Committee representative to Mittee, Spartan Shop Board and
Student Council, executive coon- Athletic Advisory Committee.
cil of Rally Committee and budThe treasurer reports appropriget committee of my fraternity. ations and expenditures to StuI hope that my previous exper- dent Council as well as investigatience, coupled with my expressed ing past expenditures in relation
desire to serve as ASH treasurer, to new financial requests.
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At Seattie Model UN Meet

,;
i...1’.11-A/TICI By LARRY WATERS
"Haiti backed the resolutions of ican relations with the SJS delethe USSR so I sent a note to the gation compounding the fracture
chairman of the Haitian delegation I with a Ilaitian-Cuban war and a
severing diplomatic relations and clean sweep by Stevens and corn they declared war on us! Unoffic.pan of all diplomatic victories.
ially of course," said Stanley SteThroughout the conference, the
vens, chairman of the six -member
contingent was on thin
SJS delegation reptesentonz Cuba Cuban-SJS
ice while matters back in the
In the Model United Nation,
hinterland were being hotly conThe April 23-26 International tested by President Fulgencio BaMelanesia Club ettkiurn to the tista and rebel leader Fidel Castro
University of Washington at who were engaged in a slight civil
Seattle and the Model IN. Is war. According to Stevens, a Casover. But its repercussions linger tin victory would have resulted in
in the form of rues,.’ Norris for a questioning of Cuban credentials
tilltarta’s Junior diplomats re- and a possible discreditation of
tiredly trimmed from the eighth the Itteteam. The group, however,
iseassioss of the Model U.N.
strode heavily on thin ice and
In a three-day scale model of gained success on all proposals
Its Lake Placid parent, the Model Initialed.
U.N., with representatives of 67)
The war" was declared by
colleges and universities throughHaiti unofficially after Cuba had
out the country attending, was a protested the formers alliance
timely reflection of current ne- : sslth the resit. and subserpient
gotiations in the big leagues. Dup- breach of faith su ith the Latinlicating.actual conditions of world American block. Stevens’ note
tension and U.N. procedure, the severing diplomatic negotiation’s
session at Seattle included
prompted the Haitian delegation
French walk -out on the Aleerian
to declare an off-the-record n-ar.

ELECT BILL STURGEON
A.S.B. PRESIDENT

EXPERIENCED

I am taking the liberty of writing this
letter to you so that I might introduce
myself. I ern only sorry that time does
not permit me to visit your group and
preseent my platform to you personally.
I an, a candidate for President of the
Associated Student Body of San Jose
State College, I would like to present
to you my qualifications for this office.
For the past two years I have been on
the Student Council, which has given
me the insight and the exoerience into
the workings and problems of the student government at San Jose State.
I have Peen active on several council
committees including the segregation
committee end the athletic policy corn.
mittee, served as Freshman Class
President. Sophomore Repreranttive
to the Student Council. and this past
year as Male Representative at Large
for the Associated Student Body.
The coming year, as in pest years,
there will be many problems facing us
as students of San Jose State: and
you, naturally, will expect your sttudent
leaders to solve them. Many of the
more important problems which may
arise are as yet unforeseen. However,
many are already apparent. I would
like to briefly outline a few of these
problems and how if elected I would
solve (kern:
I. We need to look into our studen0
government and evaluate our entire
system. The outlook for our student
government is not good. Class coon.
His have failed to keep pace with our
rapid growth, end even our student

council is not SS representative as 0
should be. I feel a study committee
should try to evaluate our student
government, and if our type of rep.
resentation is antiquated, a change
should be made.
2. We need to improve student Court,
I feel that the court should reevaluate
itself and revise its goals and obiertives where necessary. Our court should
be made info an organization which
commands the respect of all of our
students and faculty. This can be ac
complished by giving it some real
authority and power,
3. Communications in our StudelO
ernment are weak. I feel we shoold Cr
accomplishing a great deal if we could
set up a system in which everyone
could be informed what student coun
cil is dOng. Better communications
could be achieved by establishing or.
qanrzational mail boxes end requiring
ell of our organizations to check these
mail boxes regularly. A list of all of
the Associated Student Body committee appointments and chairmanships
to be made by the Student Council
could be distributed to each of our
campus groups through these
mailinutes
boxes. Also, student council minutes
could Oa distributed to the orcianira
Cons to that they might know what the
student council has accomplished during the previous week.
4. I arn in favor of Cr present athletic
policy until we can again hold our own
in big time competition. We as students have spent twenty thousand dol-

lars this past year on
Therefore. we should keep r
se. contact
on football this COffling year. Following
our new set of athletic rules. and w;th
+he financial aid from the new Spartan
Foundation, our football program
should be able to carry itself
dally in th future.
S. This nekt year we wi’l be
student union since our,present one
being torn down for a new librs,. ;
dition. We now have six hundrc.
sand dollars allocated by the s.,
a student union but state Process;it
has slowed down the intact date on
which the eiu3elints will start. The State.
of California has supported us great
deal academically: One only has to
look at our new buildings to see this.
We need P11011/ than classrooms though
we need a places to release our wren
ores and in which to center our extra
curricular and social ectivitios. Our
new union would be lint the fhing. No
real efforts have been made by His
student council /his pest year to inssera
our new student union, although some
talk has been made about it. This push
and should be mad.. Wit as students
mead the union and it should be the
students council’s duty to male Our
student union a reality.
6. I would like to see the continuance
of the weekend recreational and en
tertainment programs. The s t u den t
council &located one thousand dollars
to keep the Men’s and WOMf,’S GYMS
open for basietbell. volleyball, swim.
ming etc. We should ouo’icicss this

program and expend it to orov to a
welt rounded weekend recreational p,9 gram for all of our students. We have
shown in the pest that we can tumor,
big name entertainment. A program
should be set up to bring more top
nem, entertainment to our campus.
ence we should not only be providing
for +he entertainment of our students.
but also we would be giving favorable
publirity to our school.
These I feel are a few of the Problems
which we will face this coming year I
can sincerely say that if elected. I w11
continually strive to solve these Prof,
lams and all others as best t can,
On May I end May 2 of this year,
you will Pis asked to rote for your stu
dent officers. When doing Sr., I ask
that you consider me for Associated
Student Body President.

A new idea in smoking...

Salem refreshes your taste

menthol fresh
rich tobacco taste
most modern filter

Smoking was never like this before! Salem refreshes your taste just as a glorious
Spring morning refreshes you. To rich tobacco taste. Salem adds 3 surprise softness
that gives smoking new ease and comfort. Yes, through Salem’s purewhite, modern
filter flows the freshest taste in cigarettes. Smoke refieslii..1 . . smoke Salem;

Take a Puff... Its 5prin6tim,
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A BOOK is a BOOK is a BOOK
and so it is at the
Spartan Book Store
"right on the campus"

I Bonstorrners
toliottreinion - TOWN HALL
TONIGHT In 01. I Hoyt. Storms of Mark Twain,
goi,o S. I other pioneer’, of the platform, and
thpturing_filth floor of 111.
O’Otc&um.
I int’ shows.’ of th "Os
War
100 filf. photo"
Sale tk
Pub .0 $700

21 PAPA MARRIED A NORMAN By J D Fit:eared. From Mormon blissionarim to the Larodo
colorful palmitin,a of the ’throws.
Kid gamblers gunman and Wi"painted women
ens who aired the Igonds of the Utah frontier
Seth 9111c
lithe Pub at 53f0

2 ADOLF DEN LITHOGRAPHS How to Draw
and Print Lithos/tholes complete instruction
book by on of Armrim s firms, printonale,.
with 40 thperb thmpes of his rt Pub
at
Sal 9k
$4 00

12. MENTAL HEALTH IN THE HOME. In L. S.
McLeod Practical guidanc in solving ono.onol
probliene of children and adolesthnts
log tooth attitudes and rosponsio remaining
happily married. $350
Sal tic

3. COMPLETE BOOK OF FISHING TACKLE By
L Kole’ The pick of th. best Ameicet and
foroignehad rods, re,. lures and accosorio over 1,030 dons evaluated and ithastreedI Pub.
Salo 91k
at $275

33. Pierre Van Nose. - A PILGRIM’S VOW A
walk through the Hey Lod insored thrth brit ’loot meditation, on the great ...Ms of fh
particularly moving
Chtistio history. including
rothation
Christ dthel
of
the
Pub
day
Sale tic
at $4.00

4 THE SEDUCTION OF Tt-IE INNOCENT. 8,
Er
Frederic Welton.. How thrfon typos of
del
comic ’ magazines encourage imenit
u en, yr.
el p. roIi 401 , IOC . 114lOd on actual
roe hisforio. this is "mot- reading for cer
tints educators. Pub at $4.00
Sal. tk
S COMPLETE 1/00K OF KIT
Ian Discus,. all this topreed
toes materials, working time
building your own. 111o. Pub.

BOATS By L
modes - oricthe
for &worthier, or
at 12 71
Sa fk

Ira Walach - HOW TO PICK
author of "Hopalorig Freud"
best What make, your marrog
mate
plonk? Hee ie the handy
Ts, Bliss " $200

A WEDLOCK.
at his satirical
loth? Is your
-Poke Guide
Sale ’Pk

7
THE QUEST FOR WEALTH.
brow. Tthe origin and oaturat
groatot drives, its manifestations
and its pouter roth in th
thither, of today. Pub at ES 00

by R. L. Hill.
of ono Ho".
throughout hi, mone, rwientod
Sale ’Pk

6

8. IJFE, THE GREAT ADVENTURE By J Rostand
& P. Bodin. A sciotist and novelist bluntly and
informatively discos so. hethdity. and evenin ore long and btiliot dialogue.
kind’s f
Sale tic
Pub. at $IM
5. CAPTAIN’S BRIDE. GENERAL’S LADY By Mrs
Mark Clark Stirring memoir, of the great general’s OOI ;far, and personal life through
at
Illus
Pub
and Ivor.
1MF
of
13
Sale tic

m

5$

ID

War between the Soo - EVER SINCE
ADAM AND EVE. Rollicking cartoons and cap ton, (tor adults) OA Ih *Menai thrities of
coodship marreg and loth - by others Pub
Sale 98c
at 5355
II. Sri Aurobindo - FOUNDING THE LIFE DIVINE. By PA. Donnelly The teachings of Indies
g roat intogrator ef Easton and Western spirithe
thought. Her are tho rnetiods of -th Yoga of
lthr and DOW: Ofiring inner Doc. and oar sonal felibthent to mon of ail nations and MPSilo 91k
ligiont. Pub. at $3.95
12, A SHROPSHIRE LAD. ly A. E. Housonan.
litho but swot. emotional but cern - loth!,
lyric. capturing ther, passions end disillesionmients
flel Youth. Superb, ill aaaaa fed gift edition Nib.
Sale 9k
at $375

24. Roble of Science - HENRI POINCARE. By T.
brilliant study of th 15th Century
OfetzO
goes iesese iconoclastic work ultimately we
corroborated by Einstein Pub at 1300
Sale No
25 Stranger Than Scienth Fiction - 101. Ey Victor Cohn, prizewinning sulOnce thporthr Atomic
power plants, man-made weather rocket ships.
huge crops growing in the sea - how those and
Other oseing ofdriths will affect Out ttttt On!
lives from now to the 21st thou’, Illus. Pub
Sale No
at $3.75
24. THE RESERVIST’S GUIDE AND RECORD It
Ma) 0 J Kern Comple information on rights
promotions
elowoces, obligations,
boefits,
privIliagres, retirement, etc Pub at 5300 Salle tlIc
27. Mistretta of Franco - MADAME d POMPADOUR By D. lut Smythe An irolmate Portrait of
on. of the most glamorous and controversial worn.. in history mistross of Louis XV in Mee most
debaohed court in Europe Pub. at $000 Sale 911c
211 Life from thee Back Seat - HOW TO TRAVEL
WITH PARENTS It E Sartingon A delightfully
uninhibited teenago tells of her tries and Nibisleloo on
crosseountry auto trip weft her
Sol Sic
Pub. at 53 00
Semite
2/. Search for Paradise - MERMAID SINGING.
It Chornio Clitt. Fed up with purposelos city
’Wing? Reed this beautifully -told true story of a
family that forsook -civitthationI to find both
happineys and fulfillment on
tin, Mod; rrrr
islet $3.75
Sale 58c

41 KING Of PARIS, by Goy Endore The great
best sotto bawd on the If, of Aioodre Dumas Hove is the flamboyant story of his tuntul.
ire- that
Nous iove lif the rampant io d
dr.., him into conflict with his only son the
poiu, that producith the most swashbuckling
romances of his tiny. Pub at $4.00
Sale Sic
42
Fishing & JungleHunting Thrills - THE SEA
LARK, by T. Helm Two men on
5.000-milie trip
around that Car:bban - breathtaking ocounfers
with sharks. gent mantas egthrs boo, etc.
Pub at $3 SO
Sath 911c
43. THE COMPLETE BOOK OF HUNTING - Hun.
dthds of PhothIllustrations. Sc Loth Koller. TII
best guns. gor and tohnigths for bagging .eery
ye tint, of
Amiaricon game bird
buPdna
at $275
Sale
.44oN
Abolitionist Crusader - THEODORE WELD.
By I P Thomas. -Exciting biography of the
great lorblo
pictures/1th
but publicity shy
Abolitionist
who
we,
th
m
g
nstorrnbird
ikainm
of Americo history
- Carl Sandlourg Pub.
at $4.75
SO* 98c
45 MODEIIN SCIENCE FICTION Soother Wrliis,
Asirno., Peet and otkrs discuss its tthmes,
writers .nIluienC on modern thought
’nadir.
Orig. $3 75
Sale Sic
46. PASSWORDS TO PEOPLE. by C. Denison TN’
wonderful story of language and its deit10Pment throughout the world and thrOudhOut his.
tory Profusely ;Ito Pub at 53 25
Sae 91k
47 Sean 0"Cosey - THE !BISHOP’S BONFtIf.
This famous drama throes the lorthenth and
uniquiely
compassion which Coe trek O’Coier
great figum of
the
modern
theatre
Pub.
at 53 00
Sale tic
48 THE ROGUE OF
ward Uhio A racy,
books authors and
fessional hints for
at 3 50

PUBLISHERS’ ROW. By Edothcedotal survey of today’s
publishers, with many pro.
the aspiring writer
Pub.
Sale tic

49 The Agit of Couto - RAIN8OW BRIDGE.
Mary Watkins Cushings’ loving rocrthtion of tha
oth rthon Grand Opera pitomizod glamor -Metropolitan seasons loth affairs and Ntuds Froth
others
Scotti. Chellpin.
Farrar
stad
Pub.
at $400
Sal. Ur

10
WHERE OWILI EST THOU? Th Personal
Stories of 17 Noted Converts Iv J A O’Brien
Th. Whether human dramas of Lillian Roth. Jo
Mielginer, G I. Sfiern nd other distinguished
posonatifies who found fulfillment in the Catholic faith Pub at $2 IPS
Salo No

SO Agincourt to Tobruk - THE BRITISH SOLDIER SO Col H d Weevil’s. Great Iriteres
lighting men from th ochres of old to M.
desert rout of Romrnol-roith colorful military
Outhfiles by Shakespeare, Dickens, Kipling. others.
Illus. Pub at $4.00
Sale Sic

31 THE MIRACLE OF LIGHT AN POWER By 8.
W Loson How electricity, gas and Worn re
Prodood for our homes ond industries. Escollot
Sale tlIc
Photo and degthems Pub. at $3.50

SI. A
’lost
Wars
times.

Short History of PRANCE It J A It Mar.
From Gaul through the Hundreed tilos
Richolio Louis XV Napoleon-to modern
Sale 911c
Moo Pub. e 52 75

37. SEARCH FOR LOVE In Loy Freeman. author
of "Fioht Agent, Fears " Profound’, ocourag.
ing practice solutions to todoth most common
I and social problions
nhysical e-otional, r
Pub at 53 75
See No

13 PICTURE PRIMER OF ATTRACTING BIRDS By
C R. Mason. Covers 2$ fvorite spores that will
bring joy. color and song to your horn. throughout the seasons. Complete instructions color illus.
Orig 250
Sale No

$2 THE AMERICAN PEOPLE - Their
Non, and Character by H. B Pokier A sparkling
Englishman, who like’s us, analyzes th factors in
Amerith’s pot which how, shaped our character,
Pub, at S350
Sole Sic

33 SONGS OF THE POGO. by Walt Kely & N
Monath 30 songs for all occasions from birthdays to clathiestIn trysts - each is introduced
br Wet Kele color Plus throughout. 0/..01",
hodboond. Pub at 53 95
Sale Sic

53. NOVEL IN THE MAKING. By Hoy O’Hara
author of "My Friend Pirko" "Thunderhthd,"
etc
Eng roni ng and illuminating thlfportrait of
an other at work. Pub. at 53113
Sale Ilk

14. POSITION UNKNOWN. In I. Mackorsey A
grant airliner crones and &Nods it. passoors
in the Nolo wilds of Now Zealand - this is
their story, menowering in ifs realism sel suspense. Or,g $300
Sale 911c

34 THIS 15 MY FAITH ed by S G. Cole r,
Gardner tolurntty and 23
Askley Imon’gu
otthr roe Anthricos ste the religious and
;atheistic convictions which support thier lines
Pub, it $4.00
Sale No

54 "Big Bill" Haywood, Clarence Darrow
THE
POCKY MOUNTAIN REVOI.UTION in S H Hol
brook The lif, and trial of Harry Orchod. hired
rousse-arse:mitt of Me Western Federation of
Miners - recreates ther oa of "cltharnit unionism" on our Western indetrie frontier Pub al
an
Sale Sic

IS The Captith MEN OF COLDITZ. It P. R.
Reid tether than "Stale, 17" - the story of th
Nazi prision fortrest, it hardto-hold inmato.
titer undorground black market, distillery and
incredibly elaborate escape systems
Pub
at
Seth 91Ic
$3 53
16 What, When, Whoe & Hour to Drink. IN R.
L. Wilions. Includo hundreds
of deighthul
cocktail. pock dip and ththprie recipes Special
sections by Shernson Sillingeley Toots ’Shod other
Sale No
famous hosts. Pub at $2 SO
17 ROCKETS AND MISSILES: PAST AND FUTURE by M. Calido Fascinating history. illustrating the feed derielopmenh and prodictirtg
Moir influoth on the future of Our Civil ,let;en
Seth tic
and on spac free. Pub at 52 ’PS
II THE WALTER HAGEN STORY The Hag
own account of his fewelous reign other the gel’.
ing votOrld--4ter are th outstanding Immunises
of two decade, thrilling descriptions of mmes
with Jones. Seinen, Hogan ,
anecdotes of
fol.
Bob Hope. other cItobreith
Eisonthwro
lowers of The Gem, 10 illus. Pub at 400 Sale Sic
It Prom Ithyou to Vieth Came - THE FRIENDS
OF JOE GlLMORE By Lyle Soon Sparkling.
e arthy ignetto of People ki’ilms and fesfietim
In old Now Orithns
Pub
20 firm oleo
Salo 911c
at $430
20 THE SECRET DIARY OF HAROLD L ICKES
FDR’s So-, of the Interior recalls the grate
events and posoalities of the finis thousand
dips of the Roosterelt era MS pages of foci.Salo Sic
eel tding
$400

33. Mayor of Now York - THE GENTLEMAN AND
THE TIGER. Tthe othwing sloth of G I WOO.
sedior aristocrat professor and hIfirot
in,
of New Ynrk 11901-00 under tk notorious TAM.
math machine,. Ilus Pub at
Sale Ik
00
34 AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF WILHELM STEKEL. An
intim.**
history
of
psychothlysis
r
led
throsellt th life of oth of its tarot pioneers *statelier and break with Fraud, historic re
at
starch On
Pub
etc.
earorations,
"IN
Sale Si,
$40.

55 Eskimo Lit. and Loth-LAND OF THE LONG
DAY k D. Wilkinson Focineino account by th
otonthd son of an E:Yieno family 1 000 miles
NrISITH of the Arctic Circle Photos Pith at
Sale 98c
DD
54 L
of BERNARD SHAW and MRS PAT
CAMPBELL A passionate witty and outspoken
rood of
rotharkable friendship bewon the
Intel leatual giant and 11. great otiose
Pu "c
Pub
$500
Sale

37 Mystical Pow, - FROM THE WORLD OF
THE CASSALAI’4 In Ben Zion kith, Complete
IthOloation of Cabbalist ideas on religion and
life - chows spirits, Sofiroedirin froth s. e r
Sete 91c
Pub et $3 00

57 Reuther Conot, Spoilrnan. Otheers - SIX
UPON THE WORLD, Sy P F Douglass The lives
end ideas of sis powerful imdes of American
opinion and culture in the industrie ge, Pub
at $455 I
Sal, /11c

r,.
38 THE COURSE OF IRISH VERSE In R Foty
Traces it, development from
days of Gold.
to
Swift
the
Smith
and
.
quoting
the
poets
from
*eh
of
liberally
mew
Sai tic
Pub. at $210

SS CHALLENGE OF THE ANDES: Th Congthst
of Mt Huanhan, By C G Ekler 11 T. do loon.
fwd by Hillary Thrilling. firsehod occurs+ of
th 2’ 000-100t ascot-breathtaking photos Pub.
at $450
Sale, No

15. Mystery Man of Africa - DESERT CALLING.
Sc A. Frearnanth. Th atroge life and dot* of
Chariot de Fouthuld, the rthssionareerplothr who
Pub
boned what is now French Morocco
Salo Sic
O $400

PS ILOP4nEs BRUNETTES AND BULLETS. I. Nils
Thor (NT G
Garland. The impresario re
crease. the herder of Too Guinan and Dutch
trhultz tells how his gaith tire "first broil" to
Ethel Montan. Lili Se Cyr, Kim Novak stories
Sale 91Ic
of others. Pub. at $4.00

40 P cnic, Wonderful Town, Soren Year Itch,
by John Calthethan,
ec - THEATRE ’53. d.
Rod -5 version’ of 12 hits plus appraisal, cath
liatiogi onstage photos and an analysis Of our
"fres neofs" theatre groups, by Barrett H.
Seer No
Clark. Pub. at $500

35cEACH

0. Illogman Rosselini, Other, - NO INNO.
CENCE ABROAD It Michisel Stern, ace thoorto
Eveoponing opoths of the tower, and infamous
now cavorting in Europe Photos, Pub. at $300
Sale 91Ic

&I. PHILOSOPHY IN WIT, It E Frosches In.
trigu.ng study of the nature, origins and techniquo of humor Pub. at $2.75
Sale No
62 Learn Spanish - MANUAL OF SPANISH
CONVERSATION By 1 Noli
Thousand, of
oordo oprossions and colloquialisms for th
tourist or Oudot, Arranged with Englieh equiva
lots Pub at $7.50
Sal. No
63 Loth French - MANUAL OF FRENCH CON
VERSAT1ON Thousands of osontel words and
oiorices
1throes cothring all common Ir1; mg
and topics of social convocation Pub at 5250.
Sale tic
MI. ALONE TO EVEREST Earl Denman tells of
his thrilling 23 S00-foot ascot of Ethriest, his
etc. Photo
at $315
Tibetan trvIt,
Pub
Sale tk
45 THE AGE OF SUSPICION Jrnef Wechsler,
fighting editor of fr, NY Post, toll, of his
Yortheful flirtation with communism, rosudieion
of the Patty, brilliant c ttttt and the ordeal of
being "investigated’’ Pub. at $400
Salo tic
14. PREDICTIONS: A Picture History, d by J
Durant 700 hilarious, amazingly accurate car.
toons from Puck Judge. the
Lilo and other
magazines of thee past 100 years - tonquein
check prophoies of
hing from air conditioning to tonal. supremacy 77.0/1:04,-. Pub at
$3.75
Sale tic
47 Rifle Artist - MY WAY OF RECOMING A
HUNTER, St R H Rockwell, Life and adv..
Nero-with African lions and eephols, Alasko
boars, Siberian Coors, etc.-of the man who
constructed most of th famous animal groups
in th Museum of Natural History
24 photos
Pub 0 $315
Sale 911c
JimmY Cannon-WHO STRUCK JOHN’ The
best of hit sports and satirical thorn from 1551
to the torment including several of his mint.
able -Nobody Asked M But" columns Pub at
$3 SO
Sale ’Ilk
lit Catholic Classic - FRANCE PAGAN? By
Ma.se Ward Portraits of pagans and conthrted
pmarts the now methods used by Abbe Godin
to win the Froch working class to God Pub
Sale tic
et 53 00
70 Edwardian Eleganth - OF CARRIAGES AND
KINGS by F J
Cost All th
pomp and
..... ntry of this not too distant past charmingly recrethod in these memoirs of a royal footman Pub at $4.00
Sale 91.
71 WILLINGLY TO SCHOOL by H. Van Zoller.
English schooldays dlightfully rornombiethed through a thundercloud as well as through a
rosy hath. Illust. Pub. at $3.25
Sale tic
72 The French Foreign Legion-WHITE KEPI, by
W Koite "Romantic Advoturers" or "Hurd*,
us Dreicfs’*-for the first time here Is theo in Side story of the world’s best and most loath
dart fighting force. Pub. at $5.00
Sale tic
77 OF WHALES AND WOMEN by Frank
("Chooser By The Dozen") Gilbreh The Gilbretti clan relines scorers of its summer ewe:earths
in this dolightful history of Nantucket Illus. Pb.
Sale Sic
at $3.50
74 THE FAILURE OF TECHNOLOGY by F. G.
The moning and dotiny of the techJongo
withnical age and the doors of "pototiosn0;
out purpo th " Pub et $2,15
Sal.
7S. Customs & Habits in th. DAILY LIFE OF
EARLY CHRISTIANS. by .1 Dories. A wealth of
actual
li’li"Z""detailsenthebyuof’i
cothinancientRome,d.rstillef.etc1ub
:ai"c
at $3.50
76. Project India - FRIENDS AND FELLOW
STUDENTS, by T, I Morgan The advoturos of
12 UCLA students who traveled through India
ochoging customs and ;don with 50 000 under.
graduates Photos Pub at $5.00
Sett 18c
77, I’LL TAKE THE HIGH ROAD. by B. Illak
A young ofdarith tell’ of’ his 16 months of
action-poked adventure "hitch -hiking" around
th world. Photos. Pub at $3.75
Sale 18
70 THE TRUMAN SCANDALS, by J. Abet.
lead on Congressional Invotigations this analy.
Ws of the Truman administration places many
tea/Ping making controththes in
newsal.ligwht
Pub. 0 $3 75

11

THE DESERT AND THE STARS-T, E LawrienC of Arabia, by N. Arenitag Militoth move
and I.
genius-or fascist and 000011,07
A fascinating biography of this enigmatic ad.
yonthrot Illus Pub at $400
Sale 911c

101 THE WORLD AND MAN. A Guid to Mod.
em Knowedge by H S L. Meiersh Fascinating,
comptehmsiv mom! Of man’s OCCO.O1
rnnt.
a slut)th
s.evot
history, psychology, th
arts, etc srbuP
Sale 11c
75

82. Stephen Splendor - LEARNING LAUGHTER.
Vivid and olightoing report on modern Israel,
particularly the Children’s settlements
Photos.
Pub. at $350
Sal tac

102. GENTRUDE STEIN: A Iliogthphy of He.
Work by 0 Sutherland A ley to th brilliant
innoratios which influenced Herning.thy, Joyce
PiCa$110. 0 al
and rMlein a landmark in mod
thism Pub at $375

I03. Cat Lower’s Gloy-MT FIVE TIGERS by
Lloyd Aloander. mareebou, illus by Piggy Ile
con. Winsome account of th author’s nine li
with Nye feines-from a dopotic alloy rat to
iuyenith deinizont
Semese. Pub at $300
Sale tic

103. INTRODUCTION TO CARTOON.ING.Sal hr
Toler An
Taylor
Ily thorough instruction hand.
book cobthraintgisodwuipment. droing. medic basic
cartoonrnartht, eul. "tcIS!
types of humor th cartoon
Pub

84 A Modrn "Walden -THE GOOD TRAIL,
by Bill Geagan. This authOrnturalkt retains th
spirit of Thorthu in n account of how he die
thwarted Nth "worths of
and God in the
Maine woods Illus. Pub. at 5310
Sath tic
85 England’s "Rockire Rollo," -JOURNEY INTO
A FOG. by M krgew-Harthrschlog Resignation,
contempt. apathy toward thrything but "-It. problems and potential thisitions to
situe
lion all too comparable tto that of or own
youth. mut Pub at $3 50
Sale Sic
86 CITY GIRL IN THE COUNTRY & Other Sthr
is, by Norma Lee Browning Thu Chicago Tribune’s famous girl ropers*, tels of sinters and
sthrs, goons and (woke Pub at $400, Se& ’Pk
17 RECENT THOUGHT IN FOCUS, by 0
choll Elistotialism, Logical Positivism. Fthudisenism. other modern philosophio-oPlaired from
Sale Sic
a Catholic viewpoint. Pub at $3.50
118 Oscar Wild.-DE PROFUNDUS Wilde’, last
prone work- hang
prison lethr" to
Lord Alfred Douglas, Pub at $400
Sale tic
89 Adventure in Tibet-JOURNEY WITH LO.
SHAY, by C N. Patterson A Scotsman who be
cone
Tibetan tells of his wild emergency ride
through the unmarked Himalisso Photos Pub.
O $350
Sale tic
90 Scott Cuckoo-ESSAY IN POLITICS The
brilliant philosopho ’Attacks cynicism and in,
morality in contemporary government
Pub at
$315
See 911c
SI
Pereloice Poet Comot-COVENTRY PAT.
1.401E by E J Oliver Fascinating biography
of th famous Catholic champion of the thrice
itt of marriage, popular p0.1, profound my,tic,
at $400

Sale ttc

92 THE DESIGN OR DEMOCRACY. by L Stapleton. A clear, timer steenent of dierthoththe
principle and bow Mier PoIr to
fundrnente
modern sociey. Pub at $400
Salle Sic
93 THE
Runes. A
munison,
dom for
13 75

SOVIET IMPACT ON SOCIETY, by D.
penetrating indictment of Rosio Comrevealed as the gthe Ostrow., of freehundthds of millions of pool. Pub at
Sale tic

94 AN INTELLECTUAL PRIMER. by J C Knod.
A guide to Our physical and philosophical en.
rwonment today modern religious influtinces and
thee 2so
yro rk of loding thinks
o of our time Pub.
$
Salo tec
95. SPANISH AT SIGHT, by C. Stillman & A.
God.. The complete basic vocabulary pr
in entertaining picturestory form-an othainglY
sirnael introductions an ocelot refrohr course
Sale 18c
Pub at $175
Milton, Popo,
U . A RESTORATION READER
Thomas growth, John Suntan, Dryden Morel,
Cowley. et 0 -IU choic and mprmnteiv
poems. plays, ssays anecdoths. etc. Ed by J.
Hanford Pub at $4 SO
Sale 98c
15 Ludwig Ilemelmans-FATHER DEAR FATHER.
Delightful genrously .11ustreed account of re.
tour of Europe. with sketchbooks,
tiny
Poodle and an unpthdictable tonag dsaulgehtmrPub e 53 SO

Cent

Si THIS GAME OF FOOTIALL,
Waldorf Th famous coach fools
sectes aed recreate, th thrills of
with the Ceifornia Goldo Boars
teams. 48 otlon photo, 62 dime

by "PPlate.
the gridiron
hit 24 tors
other <viral
Pub at $400
SO. tlIc

79 THE BULLS AND THE BEES, by R. Eddy A
tonag tycoon’s
hilarious &drools’s,’ on the
stock market-and in loth
Pub. at $300.
Sale tic

99. THE OPDEAL OF GEORGE MEREDITH by
Th life of
great author and
L %trim,
crot
Oassionat human bo)o, Hr is Meredith
Wig "Richard Foote." mingling with Carlyle,
Swinburth
Mode etc A meter literary Mo.
graphy brilliantly written Pub at $400, Sle 911c

10 THINKING IN OPPOSITES by P Roubicthe
How modern math can chooth
thith to
"c
by, without discarding or evading todays’ss.
al cion.
tific knoledge Pub e $3 511

100 Frogmen at War -SEA DEVILS. by J V,
Borgho. Amazing theritnss
account of Italy’s
WW II suicide squads of human torgedos.
Sete Ilk
Photos Pub at $450

RUSH IN FOR REST PICKINGS

World Warr II and THE COASTWATCHERS. by
E A Fed, The throic iittleknown ’tort of the
Aust.,an guerrilla bowl that was instrumental
in the Ailed victorio at Guadalcanal and Tuthoi.
Pub at $3 50
Sale Sic
105 MASCOTS. by F Downey. Emploits and 1ss.
cpadas of famous military mscots from Sam.,,, hIs pet lion and Charthmagth’s elephant
l: ,to
I, th dogs. monkeys and owls belonging
U N troops
Pub e $27S
104
Pioneering Advienturo Todo-PROMISED
LAND, by J Lowell. New York to kali’ - how
and why
modern couple g
up soft living
for ;single thrills. illut Pub at 53 SO
Sale No
107
ASSIGNMENT: CHURCHILL, by W
H.
Thompson A lively Rime. Prefith by the Scatland Yard men who for 20 row was his eight.
b7.bodyguard Pub 0 $3,711
Sale Ilk
nd-diay.
101
s A
ofFkuil,1 CI iov.lo;
Magnificentcoof Glor u!Cdn;TodIu2 Fei’o;n"Isi
light.floodd .-eves including his irnporithable
scnes of Venice -"St Giorgio Mogioret,’’’The
Masked Ball- and "Capriccio " 10s13Ve" Pub.
at 52 SO
Slo Si,
109, TOULOUSE-LAUTREC-His Poitiers and Paint.
ings-12 Prints in Full Color Among sthre
known favorites at. his uniqm portrait of "raPolon," "Th Jockey" and the famous ntr.
"c
113.
tamer -Chocolat Dancing at Achill.’, Ilaari".
s
13.i," Import. Pub. at 12 SO
110. The Frescoes of GIOTTO IN ASSISI - 12
Prints in Full Color 1-11.10ric series doicting
oents in the life of St. Francis of Assisi byon.
of the first grt
th rth stiers of Renaissance painting.
10031/4" Import Pub 0 $2 SO
III The Art of CARAVAGGIO-’7 Prints in Full
Color Warm, sensuous thoroductionsionnf
to v _
lutionvy work of th 16th
innovator
including "The Young Sockets " "51111 LSI:. with
Baske of Fruit- and "Th Fortune Tee," among
other, favorito. 10.13,/,", Import. Pub al $230
117 Hminowo, Salincer. Farrell 0
- IN
Pen..
SEARCH OF HERESY. by J W. Aldtidg
trai.ng demands by th young critic who is not
happy with "little rrmgs
universities, and con.
tensity Pub
$4 CO
Sale 98c
t13 Other
Million Copie Sold in Euronel THE
REVOLT OF GUNNER ASCU. by H. H Kirst.
Fh human story of
against
soldirs revolt
indignation and ribald
Noi army life--s
humor have made this classic of WW 11 Pub.
_ Sae tic
.114;5
53 011WARD GUNNER ASCHI
H Id 1C,,
Th hoo of the intonelone boteelor "tone
of Gunther Asch I. stalled with the German orny
in Russia-at once riotously funny andsaulefiencrly
serious, Ithr is the
uin ttttt nCe of the hunthn
comedy. Pub. at 13 15
I IS. Short Dictionary of CLASSICAL WORD ORIGINS, by H E. Wedok ’Ambrosic""Sac.
rhanalian " "Syllogiarn" - flascineina methane
tens of hundreds of Greek and Lein rthlvy.
tires we THINK we understand. Pub 0 0375,
Sale tic
116. Lord Halifay’s Autobiography-FULLNESS OF
DAYS. The life and brilliant thther of Enolod’s
wee statesmen-Iris roltionshies with Ghodi,
Chonbolain Churchill, Roosethlt it I Photo.
Sal. 90c
Pub. at $400
117 CANCER AND ALLIED DISEASES. by I W.
Rooth. Sions and symptoms of th major fro,.
cure and allovetion. Illus Pub et $2 23 Salo 9111c
III Frank Toby-CAPTAIN REBEL Se during
the Civil War, focusing on Confedierea blockde
running, full of death daminn men and defiant
women, all the ingredietts! Pub 03 50 See tic
IS AMATEUR HANDICRAFT, by F C Hugh.
Simple...ele instructions on scores of theagineiv wood proiots tin.thn Irectrithl and
leather thefts, Profusely illus
Pub
0 52 75
Id.1;
2
hT"H.E, cGi .0, .1 if? EN A aS S Ef rn0.R. A plthUi Li oEsloUSp5:: Thioic
of
the second cotury, it the source of rthny of th
humorous thsodo in the Doamteron and Don
Quisof Pub at $350
Ill. Esploring THE PITILESS JUNGLE
John
9Jo1,1:
Irom’s gripping ’account of this opdition info
th uncharted heart of Fronds Equatorial Africa
41 photos Pub 0 $450
See, 911,

59cEACH
OR

OR

Romances

Adventure

3 Books for $1

Mysteries

Humor

2 Books for $1

Sports

Travel

Enjovable reading for all

Art

Science

Spartans. Take a copy with

Literature

Philosophy

you to Santa Cruz and relax

History

Biography

in the sunshine with one of

Et al

our select offers.

Orig. $2 to $7.50 each
Best-seller fiction and nonfiction from 23 top publishers . . . all brand new publishers’ overstocks, samples
all TERRIFIC BARGAINS.

Religion

